Flannery O'Connor Films & Tapes

The following films and tapes are available only for viewing and listening in Special Collections, Russell Library. Some of the videos listed may be available at your local library or through Inter Library Loan. Georgia College does not have permission to loan or make copies of the items in the Flannery O'Connor Collection.

PLEASE NOTE: Please bring your own earphones or purchase same at our University Bookstore or the vending machine located in the atrium of the Library.

The films listed below are available to researchers and tour groups visiting Georgia College. In order to use the film and tape materials, researchers must read the rules and regulations, submit a written request, and make an appointment to view the collection. Researchers and tour groups wishing to have access to these films and tapes may contact Special Collections.

Films Based on O'Connor's Writings:

"Wise Blood" - 1 hour, 45 minutes
"The River" - 29 minutes
"The Displaced Person" - 57 minutes
"The Life You Save" - 30 minutes
"Galleyproof" - 35 minutes
"Circle in the Fire" - 49 minutes
"Good Country People" - 32 minutes
"Comforts of Home" - 45 minutes
"Parker's Back" - 45 minutes
Other Films:


"Unique Chicken Goes in Reverse" - 1.27 minutes. (Pathe, ca. 1930. Savannah, GA. Newsreel footage of 5-year old Flannery O'Connor and pet chicken that could walk backwards. Available from SPPN Images, Inc.)


**Flannery O'Connor on Audiocassette/CD:**

O'Connor, Flannery. Newman Forum, Loyola University. No date. (See ms folder 227a.)


O'Connor, Flannery and Robert Penn Warren interviewed by students at Vanderbilt University, April 23, 1959. Professor Cyrus Hoy, moderator.


O'Connor, Flannery. "A Good Man is Hard to Find." University of Notre Dame, April 1957. on CD (Purchased from University of Notre Dame Archives, 2008)

**Other Audiocassettes:**


Fitzgerald, Benedict. Screenwriter for "Wise Blood." Interviewed by Dr. Carter W. Martin, March 1, 1979, Macon, GA.

Fitzgerald, Sally. Converse College, Spartanburg, SC. Speaks about and reads from the biography of Flannery O'Connor.

Fitzgerald, Sally. Cambridge, MA. Interviewed by Paul Mason, WKCN Radio, North Charleston, SC, September 1, 1984. (Interview conducted by telephone.)


**Flannery O'Connor on Reel to Reel:** (NOTE: Not available for viewing without prior notice)


O'Connor, Flannery and Robert Penn Warren interviewed by students at Vanderbilt University, April 23, 1959. Professor Cyrus Hoy, moderator.


**Other Reel to Reel:** (Note: Not available for viewing without prior notice)


